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DANIEL SATO / DAILY STAFF 
ABOVE: 
Danny Ernst, a sophomore majoring in jazz 
performance, plays the bass during a performance 
of "Mar Negro," a composition put together by fellow 
student Hristo Vitchev for the jazz combo class held 
in the Music building Concert 
Hall on Wednesday. 
RIGHT: Ben Anjo, a perspective masters student in 
jazz studies, plays "Mar Negro." 
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Bicycle riding to 
campus made 
easier
 
City 
creates new 
bike  lane
 leading from 
train station to 
university  
BY FARIDEH DADA 
p. ' 
After 
years  of waiting. 
biccle
 riders 
have
 
another  
option  to 
ride
 their bikes on 
the new 
bike  lane recentiv 
installed
 around 
the San Jose State 
University,  said Eyedin
 
Zonobi. Associated Students Transportation 
Solutions  
manager.  
"For a long time there
 was onlv one lane 
coming to school 
and  that was on Seventh 
Street.
 
south 
of the campus."
 /onobi said. 
"This new bike lane on the north edge of the 
campus is coming from the train station." 
Zonobi said 
people
 
were  not
 
bringing
 
their 
bicycles
 hetOre the 
1,ine 
w is 
installed.
 
"There  was no 'no:tithe
 or
 them to ride 
their bikes," lonobi
 said. 
But now,  he said,  people feel comfort-
able and are encouraged to ride bicycles. 
"People know that after they get off from 
the train, they can continue biking on a 
designated path to San Jose State." Zonobi 
said.  
reducing
 
trite. 
we do not 
Bch,  
ha', 
e
 
,in  solid number 
now.  
but we can 
sec that there is an increase in the number 
(,I hicv cies on 
campus
 
and we 
know
 
that
 
there are lots 
of people who are utilieing 
this lane." 
Zonobi  said. 
Andy Chow, commute specialist coordi-
nator 
at
 A.S. 
Transportation
 
Solutions,
 said 
the 
project  was a major improvement and it 
will gradually
 prove its importance. 
"The 
changes
 
do
 not 
come 
in ernight." 
Chow
 
said
 
"As 
tat 
as 
Santa Cruz
 buses to 
resume  today 
Highway
 17 Express set to bring 
commuting students to 
SJSU
 
BY 
DAVIDA 
ROSS
 
Daily Staff 
Writer 
The 
Santa Cruz bus strike 
 a labor
 dispute that left more 
than 20,000 
riders stranded
 
ev-
ery day since it started
 Sept. 27 
 is 
scheduled to end today.
 
A settlement between 
Santa 
Cruz  County and the 
Metropolitan
 Transportation 
District was 
reached Saturday. 
Although 
the agreement was 
reached on 
Saturday,  the buses 
needed to be 
inspected  by the 
California Highway Patrol
 
since they have 
been
 idle for 
more than 30 days, 
pushing
 the 
run date back to today. 
Once the 
buses  start operat-
ing again,  they 
will be running 
for free 
until Wednesday in an 
attempt to regain 
riders. 
Although many people are 
relieved  that the strike is over, 
some 
Santa  Cruz residents feel 
there are
 still many issues left 
to be 
addressed.  
Jessica Bryant, a junior 
majoring
 in nursing who
 com-
mutes from Santa
 Cmz, said 
she
 has mixed feelings
 about 
the 
strike being over. 
"I'm
 happy that 
it's finally 
over,
 but the strike 
made  me so 
angry 
I'm  not sure if I 
am go-
ing to 
ride  the bus 
again
 for a 
while," 
Bryant said. 
Bryant said the strike affect-
ed her tremendously
 because 
without  a reliable  car,
 it 
was  
difficult to 
get  over the hill to 
get to school. 
Daniella 
Sardi.
 a senior 
ma-
joring in 
communications,
 said 
she feels the
 strike is 
unfair  to 
the people 
"who
 
bought
 
bus  
passes that were 
basically
 void 
for a month." 
"People who 
purchased
 a 
bus pass 
should be able 
to 
get 
their month back
 somehow." 
Sardi
 said. 
Andy Chow, commute co-
ordinator for San Jose 
State  
Transportation  Solutions, 
said
 
people 
who  bought an 
October
 
bus 
pass  would be able 
to
 trade 
it in for 
a December pass. 
"The 
transportation  dis-
trict
 
real 
ices that people 
lost 
a month of service," Chow 
said. "So 
as
 long as a rider
 can
 
show proof of 
purchase for 
an 
October  
bus  
pass,  
that 
pass
 can 
be exchanged for a December 
pass." 
Chow  said this exchange 
must be made at the Santa Cruz 
Metro Center and cannot be 
made on campus. 
For students such as Bryant 
who purchased day passes, this 
exchange may not really help. 
"Since I only have class 
three days a 
week, it is 
more  
sett  BUS, 
page  4 
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Proposal
 
would 
ease 
obtaining
 
A.S. funds 
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STAFF  
Plants  
o'
 plenty 
... 
Frank Rossi, 
left, an instructor in the department
 of chemistry, 
contemplates a purchase at the 
Biology
 Students Association plant sale 
on 
Wednesday.
 Rossi eventually decided on a 
Begonia.  
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Opposing
 
Views: 
YES
 
Head coach 
Tomey  has brightened the 
liiture of the 
SJSU
 football program. 
The  slogan "It's a new day in San Jose" 
flashes  across the screen of 
the Spartan football Web site.
 
While this statement
 may be a bit optimistic, the San Jose State 
University football program is heading in the right direction. 
Last year. head coach Fitz Hill was let go after 
four
 unsuccessful 
seasons
 with the Spartans  
the  last season
 resulting in a 
win
-loss
 
record of only 
two  wins. 
In fact, every coach 
on last 
season's
 
football  
program except
 two  
special teams 
coordinator
 Keith
 Burns 
and 
run-
ning 
backs  coach 
Charles  Nash  was replaced
 this season. 
Although
 the SJSU fmtball 
program,  under
 new head coach 
Dick  
Tomey. is slated to go for a similar record this year, fans must under-
stand that change doesn't happen overnight. 
Let me offer some positive insight into the future of SJSU football. 
To better 
understand 
the potential of the football program,
 we 
must 
first examine the coaching history 
of Tomey. 
Tomey was the head coach at the University of Hawaii for II years. 
With a win -loss record of 63-46-3 at Hawaii. Tomey left as the all-time 
leader in NCAA
 Division I
-A coaching
 
victo-
ries 
for the university. Besides 
being the most 
winningest coach in the
 university's history. 
Tomey is credited with 
rebuilding
 Hawaii's 
football program at a 
time  when it was floun-
dering  sound familiar? 
Another
 testament to Tomey can be traced 
to his influence on Hawaii's stadium atten-
dance records. Home attendance, which grew 
to 44,651 in his final year at 
Hawaii,  was 
20,236 in 1976, the season prior 
to his arrival 
SJSU's average attendance 
is 10.441 in a 
stadium intended to 
hold
 twice that number. 
roiitelieu  
began coaching at the University 
of Arizona in 
1987,  
where he led the Wildcats  a team that won only one bowl game in 
the 85 seasons before his arrival  to seven post -season bowl games. 
Another promising glance into the future of Spartan football is the 
fact that we haven't really got a chance to see what Tomey's recruiting 
class can do. Most ithletes recruited by Tomey are either red shirts or 
freshmen. It will
 he 
interesting  to see 
how they develop as 
they
 gain 
experience and playing time. 
Considering
 Tomey's track record,  more valued recruits may  be 
willing
 to 
commit to 
SJSU  despite last season's
 record. The opportu-
nity to play for the 
1992
 Pacific -10 "Coach of the Year" 
who coached
 
five National Football League first -round draft picks, 20 
All-Americans  
and 43 first -team All -Pacific -10 selections may attract a higher caliber 
of high school athlete to join the 
Spartan
 squad. 
So although the slogan "It's a new day in San Jose" may be a bit pre-
mature. Tomey will definitely pave the way for a brighter tomorrow 
oat 
DAVIDA ROSS 
hivula 
Rims
 Ls a Spartan Daily staff writer. 
campusvoices
 
"Yes. I think 
it's cool 
with
 the Spartan 
Squad because there's 
more school 
spirit."
 
Sarah Clark, 
freshman,  
graphic 
design 
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"Yes.  More people are 
going to the games 
because more people are 
motivated and 
the coach 
seems 
better."  
Jacqueline  Cattolico, 
tumor, 
child development 
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"Yes. The 
season's  not
 
over 
yet  and they've
 
already
 got a 
win  so 
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NO 
The 
Spartan  
football  
team 
has  
shown
 
no 
improvement
 
over
 the 
last  
year.
 
It's 
a new day at San 
Jose State 
University,  or so says 
the new athletics 
motto for the football team. 
And  who is to 
argue?
 The Spartans 
have a new head 
coach, with Dick
 
Tomey
 taking the helm
 this year. 
replacing
 Fitz Hill. 
The  selection of 
Tomey  to lead the 
Spartans was a 
bold  move, 
consid-
ering Tomey 
heading  into this 
season  as the 
seventh-winningest  
active
 
Division I -A 
coach  with 158 wins 
in 24 seasons. 
But even 
with Tomey's record,
 the team only has
 one win so far 
this
 
season. 
While  there may be a new 
day at SJSU. it appears 
the team is still wip-
ing the sleep from its eyes. 
In
 the first eight games 
with  Tomey, the Spartans 
have  gone 1-7, com-
pared to 2-6 by this point last 
season then finishing 2-9. 
The Spartans are in danger
 of handing Tomey his 
worst  record as a 
head coach since going 
4-7  during the 1991 season at the 
University  of 
Arizona.  
SJSU's only win 
came  against a 
Division  II -A 
school
 - 
they haven't 
beaten a Division I -A team since a 70-63 win 
over Rice University in 2004 under coach 
Hill. setting an NCAA record for most points 
scored in a game. 
The defense may not be giving up large 
numbers of points this year. but they are 
also not holding 
opponents back either. The 
Spartans are being outscored 284-188. 
The Spartans are only 
scoring
 23.5 points 
per game 
this
 season,
 
compared  to 
26.375  af-
ter eight games last season. 
Last year, SJSU 
scored points and held 
their  own in a couple of games that could have
 gone their way  the 
Spartans almost ended 12 -ranked Boise 
State's then I9 -game winning 
streak until they lost in double overtime 56-49. 
This year. the Spartans tend to only he 
good in one half of the game. In 
first 
quarters  alone. the Spartans have been outscored
 100-56. 
Usually. 
SJSU  lingers in the first half of the 
game then turns it on in 
the second to 
nearly win, as happened Oct. I 
against  the University of 
Nevada in front of a national audience. 
The lone 
exception  was against 
Louisiana
 Tech University last 
Saturday where 
the team went into the 
locker  room at half time tied 
14-14,  the first 
time
 SJSU didn't trail at the half 
all season. 
However.
 the Spartans ended up losing 31-14. 
It's
 a new day in San Jose,
 hut perhaps the team 
needs  to stop hitting 
the snooze 
button 
and wake up. 
Cheeto Barrera is a 
Spartan  Mills stall is stet  
CHEETO  BARERRA 
COMPILED BY JIMMY DURKIN; 
PHOTOS  BY BEN LIU 
"No. If you 
spend more 
money and you're not 
bringing out results 
then (thumbs 
down)."  
Angie 
Dang, 
senior, 
international business 
"Yes.  I think
 it has a 
bit.  
I think 
the  coaching
 is 
what's been 
changed  
Mostly."  
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SiStICK
 
From
 
Urkel  to Cheney:
 Sitcom 
Crossovers
 shine 
insight
 
on 
life 
The 
world
 c\I 
siteoms
 can be ridiculous
 
some-
times. 
They 
simply
 
just
 
aren't  
realistic.  I mean, besides 
the 
fact 
that
 the 
Fon,  
can 
waterski  over sharks,  or 
that 
a 
family
 
of monsters
 
can live on the block of 
Anytott n. 
(SA.  
or
 that the fat 
dude
 
from
 "The King 
of 
Queens"
 
can 
bag a hot 
wife even  considering
 
all this 
- 
sitcom
 
characters  always frequent the same 
coffee 
shops, 
bars,  
restaurants  
and  hangouts every 
day 
of 
their
 
mundane  (yet 
somehow
 strangely watch. 
able) lives
 and
 
interact  
with  the same circle of 
friends,
 
enemies
 and 
supporting
 
characters  
on
 
an
 almost per-
petual 
basis.  
Most of 
the 
time. 
Every
 
once
 
in a 
while.  When the planets align or 
a 
network
 
is 
in 
desperate
  
need
 
of a marketing ploy. 
the 
fleeting
 art 
of the
 Sitcom 
Crossot  er 
rears its head. 
.1he Sitcom
 
Crossot er 
takes  place  
is
 hen
 
characters  
front  
1M0 
pre%
 iousl)
 unrelated  
shots,
 
clash,  with 
varying
 retain..
 
Many students
 inirht
 
remember
 M
 
lieu11C%
 
C 
Irkel 
from 
"Family  Matters-
 
made
 the 
cro,,
 
country
 
hop 
user to 
"Full  House- to help 
Stephanie  lanner with a 
self-image
 
problem.
 In the 
episode
 ot 
"Full House. -
Stephanie
 is 
burdened
 
with
 some 
!lei% 
and 
fears
 her friends and 
classmate,  it ill make 
tun 01 
her. Stephanie's
 friend.
 
Julie.
 ha, 
mini
 it ho .111,1 
10 happens to be t isiting front t'hicago and 
ti
 
tio  
,t1,0
 
just so 
happen,
 to 
Ise 
Sloe 
I 'rkel 1 
rkel.
 
1 
e,)111,0, 
it
 glasses  and 
teaches
 
Stephanie
 
to 
make other,
 
laugh 
is 
th her instead of at her, and 
met.)  
boils
 
hugs.  
the audience "At, ss
 
it- and Michelle belts Out "You 
got it, 
dude!"  Just another day at the 'Fanner 
house.  
"Full House- and "Family Matters- %s
 
ere main 
stay s of ABC's wildly
 popular Friday night 
IGIF lineup. "Step by 
Step- joined the 
fray 
in 1991
 and once again the Sitcom
 
Crossover  emerged. t 
lrkel.  whose ubiquity 
may or may not be proof of a 
higher  power. 
was again int / It ed. 
This time, in 
"Family  Matters." Urkel 
fashions a jetpack to get 
out  of a 
tightrope  
walking  contest (wha..1) but 
it goes haywire 
and  he ends up in 
Wisconsin,
 landing in the 
"Step 
by
 Step- family's backyard.
 Before 
returning to his own shots.
 tIrkel this time KEVIN 
YUEN 
helps
 out Al. the middle, 
tomboy  ish girl of the 
Lambert 
familt. by 
taking  her  
to the 
school
 
Am.  e. 
which  she
 pro ion,ly 
had no 
date for. There. I ikel 
further
 solidifies 
himself a seat 
in 
hell  
by teaching
 
everybody his l!rkel Dance. The ly rics begin as 
so.
 
"Nosy,
 if 
situ
 is 
atil 
to do the Stese 1.rkel
 1)ance All 
you 
(vie iii 
ill, I, hitch up 
your
 pants " 
1.01 II 
n20EnS
 
on: "Bend your kiwes and stick nit your isels 
telling you baby. it's
 better than 1 -Is 
. Ile ss 
Miles
 
and 
snorts  his nit)
 to 
the
 
chorus.
 %%
 
Inch ilit'.:
 
"Do the I rkel. do the III-- ur 
ur 
itt 
ur urkel." I may be 
mistaken on the
 
number
 of "urs." Isui I 
can't  tv
 
pt to 
more
 nohow succumbing  to the urge  hi Isus 
an 
ice 
pick and 
then use 
it to 
gouge
 inn 
in)  
cant  
nuns  
It should be 
noted 
that
 the 
Sitcom
 r iossiwer is mr. 
!emit front the Sitcom 
Spits  m %%Inch 011C IllMS 
beget, 
:mother  slims. 
a 
la
 "brasier" I rum "I 'beers" or 
"TheJeltersons.
 !loin
 "All 
in the Family
 It's kind
 
of 
like hc\tt
 lie 
it 
ils  spil/t
 
neil 
Ii 
As1,1111 s rili, 
null  a 
laugh
 hack ansl 
a quirk) 
neightx\r.  
\laity slim% , bate 
utili,red  the 
Sitcom
 
( losso\ 
ei
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frssin "%lad 
Alton( You- 
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 011CC 
11.1(11K1
 
to be 
ting 
an 
apartment  occupied  
Ity 
none
 
than 
Kramet of 'Seitileld.- Fin pretty mile 
lilossom nom tin" mice s 'sited the 
 lilt' 
1 iesh Prince of 
fiel-Air."  
Ain.'  owe
 
.1 
bunch  of 
characters from four different 
',lions.
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oach.
 1 he 1 hess
 I 
',nes  
shoss."  
1 IOC! 1 IIC .111t1 1 11(111
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110S1
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1 Ile,e 
1,0111(111111e,  11. !awl!,
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it I 
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else.
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a big 
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 1st 
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 big si 
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 can scut e.1 largo
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I he 
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 1)110.!1.1111111111.; 1.11 
cats lime 1,1(1C(1
 111(' 1/111,11(.1 and 
trained
 to think 111 
30-11111111IC  
11111C,1111,
 
We're
 
forced
 
to
 
at,  milic
 
ti
 
el
 
thing 
e 
11,1\ e Me 
need to 
section
 rcal 
oh into 
bite ,1/0.1. C.1,1.
 
tin 
Illn 
}ini 111,1.1110.1. 111 
1/01ilie,  CS CI i1Ille 
,1.11eleell  
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11 Libel .111t1 
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011  
I(lell  Re1/111111C:111S,
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But Washington  
1,..It1111111S
 
ii 
.1\ 
imIc,_71,11c7,1inan 
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ot
 
I 
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 or Spar tail 11,1,11 
1)(11104:1.il dirk' tutu  0111er
 
t 1,11 C;K11 
/51  ( 
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 747, 7 //777,,,ho 
/Vet in 
(nen 
IN 
/hi' 
others  ',MIMICi  homes 
and  launder mons') 
togethet
 
I 
iken
 sict 
el ikel can piss 
off  Duck! Jesse or 
that 
dude  
itom  -kickboyer 2" 
because  they all Ilse in 
the  
same \solid 
leceitils I I
 
vii 
is 
-Se/Aster"
 I 
Ashy  
has 
been
 
play - 
mg the 
hilt-  01 
the
 tiagic. leaky chid ,ni staff
 for Vice 
President Dick 
Cheney  His story 
line is that he 
let  
slip ille identity 
ol
 CIA agent Videiie
 Plaine. and 
( helms 
had  110 111....1 about 
ally thing litit let's
 look a 
hide 
elosci  
I lie 55.ishington 
Post reports that Libby  
and 
Clmnes used 
to 1-14111111El.i
 CarlX101 to Mork 
together  in 
the same 
motorcade 1 in sure 
they had plenty to 
talk  
mid
 tutu 
t .1110 
about
 
lion  
"sentlels1"
 :Ind 
"Mad  
About  
You" 
charactets
 
ekist
 uuu 
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saint'
 Wilier...C. 
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(11.111/,1  
11.11C,  
111C
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into the init. 
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of
 sitcom  diameters,
 ansl should repre 
sent  the iiitegiated hies 
oh 
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as mote to es 01) thing
 than ss
 
It  you see 
on ides 
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1,5/ editor. 
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 be an eshibition
 
ot 
student 
.trt  nom lit a in to 1 
lilt
 
in 
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buildings 1 or more information,  
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gallery
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02.1-0111 
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cotter 
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still
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I'llere 
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ill
 he all Inhibition of 
student
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 Industrial Studies 
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 JOSE JEWISH 
FILM  FESTIVAL 
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 Student 
tickets
 
online at www.sjjff.org  
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 call- 925-866-9599 
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Tuition increase
 is a bad idea
 
I 11. 
 1111111,11d 
Rebecca 
I 5 S. 
direc-
tor of legislatisc all.tirN. for her 
passionate and brilliant 
presenta-
tion to Ow Board of Trustees 
con-
cerning fee increases. 
She represented students very 
ssell.
 and 
she
 
ttorked
 hard in the
 
tradition of all us is 
ho
 have had 
the  
legislatit
 c 
affairs
 
position.
 
Jii,1
 as 
Ms. Balderas 
is
 
show 
mg 
eseellent  judgment in orga-
ni/ing 
students 10 vow and 
pro-
test lees, we 
should remember 
I s all I 
LImit1
 NI. 
lialderas
 
by 
opposing
 
fees.  
1.ers
 also demand from 
our  
stuclent  leilders some  budget  
cutting  ,ni the bureinicrac5 at 
Schellci
 11 '11...12
 
Our 
more hinds
 
for clubs and (tech lilt' organi 
/ations 
Rowen,
 
grmluaie student 
can only do ourselt es urborip/a/mem;
 
it
 tom!
 in
 
supporting
 campus 
lee  
increases.
 
Weed. the A.S. management. 
%% 
Inch presides oser
 one
 til the 
most
 
bloated
 ailininisfraibe
 bud 
gets 
in the I 
is opposet1 
10 
SI
 tudenti 
1.1111dS 
going
 ti, 
Campus  
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and  
is 
iuy
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lo 
convince
 the tun% eisits 
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 iintx)sc 
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Ivy' 101 C11111,
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111.11.
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.111S
 
11t0
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LANE - A.S. 
Transportation  
Solutions  survey estimates that 375 SISU students  use
 
bikes  to 
travel
 to 
campus
 
continued from page 1 
The 
nest
 hike
 lane on 
San 
Fernando Street is about a mile 
long and is draiin front Almaden 
Boulesard 
to 
10th
 Street 
"It 
does 
not 
matter  
ho\s  
long 
that is.- 
Chits%  
said.  "As 
long 
as 
it can help the traffic hazard ii 
downtoss
 n 
San
 Jose. it is great 
progress."
 
Based
 on a suricy 
conducted
 
last year by A.
 
S. Transportation 
Solutions.
 it is estunated 
that
 
375 
people  use their 
hikes  to trai
 el 
to 
SJSU.
 
Choss
 
said. More than 
20 percent 
of people
 use 
public 
transportafit tn
 
according to the 
silt,  Ci
 
Nlost of 
them are 
people
 who 
are 
lit 
rig near 
enough to the cam-
pus to use 
their bicycles.  
Chtiss 
said 
adding
 that the
 live bicycle 
enclosures throughout the campus 
are an encouragement for people to 
ride their hikes. 
leretni Nguyen. majoring in 
chenustri. said he rides his 
hike to 
si hiIA
 
before it gets cold 
Nguyen. 
iiio did not 
knoss
 
about  
the new 
hike  lane said bike , 
ages  
are 
great tacilihes tor students.  
-This 
campus  has a 
s 
en
 good 
transportation seri ice_ I think it is 
a great campus.- he said. 
Thomas id. a student maim.-
ing in 
business, uses his 
hi, ycle 
to
 
get to the light rail station. Ile 
said  
he used to drive 
his car but after 
increasing  the fees, he 
decided to 
bike. 
-It is 
cheaper
 to ride bike 
and it 
helps
 a better and healthier envi-
ronment.-  he said. 
Byrd did not know 
about  the 
new
 
bike lane, 
but  he said. "I am going 
to check it out, that's tor
 sure.'' 
Kevin
 Nguyen a 
student
 ma-
joring
 in biochemistry. rides
 his 
bic CIC 
et eri day 10 
school.
 
"II is so 
hard  to find 
parking 
spate
 and the 
fee
 is so 
high for 
parking so I 
use  rny bicycle,-
 he 
said. 
Nguyen said 
he
 did not knits% 
about the new hike 
lane and rides 
along the street. 
"If 
we
 [lase a 
new lane, I will 
definitely use it,- he said. 
Serge y Loginov, a mass 
commu-
nications  graduate student, was 
also 
taws
 ale 
of the new bike lane, 
though 
he
 said he rides his bike 
mostly  at 
nights.
 Traffic Is not a 
problem  at 
that time ft tr
 
Into,  he said. 
Loginos
 said 
what 
discourages  
him to 
ride
 his hike 
is
 the
 bike -rid-
ing regulations  on
 the campus. 
laiginoi said there
 are some ar-
eas on the campus 
in which hiking 
is prohibited and he 
is
 as 
onse
 c 
lose
 
to he 
penalized hy a police. 
Login('
 \ 
said
 
there  is 
not 
enough  notice tor the students to 
knots
 
about
 these 
prohibited  areas 
find the regulations, and this 
un-
awareness
 makes big 
troubles.  
"The 
large 
pedestrian  
plazas
 
like Ninth Street, 
Seventh Street. 
and 
San Carlos 
are free 
zones  and 
people  can ride 
bk.:ides.- 
lonobi
 
said. However,
 bicycle 
ridership
 is 
not allowed
 
in 
narross
 paths, sueh 
as 
between the art 
building and 
Student Union. 
because
 of high 
number of 
pedestrians.  
Zonobi said 
the bicycle rules 
and regulations fall 
under the 
president office  and 
the University 
Police
 Department enforces them. 
"When students ride their hikes 
in the areas the ale not 
supposed  
to, UPI.) doesn't gise them a ticket 
right 
away."  
Zonohi  said 
"It g 
is es 
them a warning the first time and 
maybe  a ticket the 
second  time." 
He said the Parking 
Traffic and 
Transit
 Advisory Committee is 
examining the old 
rules and regu-
lations
 
closely
 and 
new rules 
and 
regulitt  
ions 
will
 be instituted. 
"We found out that the 
rules 
and regulations are 
sery old, over 
IS 
years  
old.-
 Zonobt
 said.
 -Since 
then the 
campus
 
has  
gone  
through 
a 
lot of phi sical changes 
so we 
are 
looking  to 
rei 
Ise  
and  
improve
 
these 
regulations.
-
Ile said that bicycle signs 
and 
paths 
need to 
he 
instituted  
all 
around the 
campus
 
so 
the
 
bike  rid-
ers
 
svtilild [lase a clear 
understand-
ing of 5 here they can ride and 
whew they cannot.
 
Google to offer books 
listed
 
as public
 domain 
NhilNTNIN
 VIEW 
I.APi 
Gottgle I ni 's 
Internet -leading
 
search engine on 'Thursday will 
begin
 set's
 mg up the entire con-
tents
 
it
 books find got eminent 
documents 
that aren't entangled in 
a
 
clip'  right Matte  oier
 how
 
much 
material can he 
scanned and in-
dexed 113/111 list. 111;11or libraries.
 
Die list
 
ii 
Gooele's
 
so-called  
"publi,
 domain-
 is irks \ 
olitines 
no longer proler  ied hy 
copyright  
include 1-1e10 rattles nose's, 
()id War 
histories,
 
Congressional
 
acts and 
hiograplues
 
rh is 
ealthy 
Ness
 
Yorkers,
 
(ittogle said 
the material
 repre-
sents
 
the first 
large batch of 
public  
domain
 
hooks 
;aid documents  
to 
he 
imk-sed
 iii 
its
 
search
 engine 
since the Nlotintam
 View -based 
cutinpany
 ;minium 
ed  an ambitious
 
Itbrary -scanning 
prinect late last 
year. 
The 
program
 is designed 
ha 
make more librari material as,111-
able thrOligh a less  , licks 01 a 
computer
 mouse and attract more 
people to \ 
Mk
 
on
 
the 
highl  
prof  - 
itable ads that 
Hough. displays 
on 
its Web
 site. 
During the next seseral 
years. 
Google  iifints to 
create 
digital  
er-
stuns 
ot
 millions  
of
 hooks 
stacked  
in the 
Ness
 York Puhlk
 I ahraty 
and tour tans ersity libraries 
Stanloid. Harvard. 
Michigan  and 
( 
Word.  
Google declined to disclose 
hum many Ittk tks has e been 
scanned from the libraries so far. 
'he 
pr
 rtect is expected 
to require 
years
 to 
complete.  
Bra a hitter
 it
 right dispute 
is threatening to
 
ci Hop Google's 
plans. The Authors Guild and 
hie ma to:- 
pUblisheis  are suing 
to 
pies ent Gurgle I rom 
st._ aiming 
cops  righted material in the 
librar-
ies 
is 
'Mom explicit
 permission.  
Be, false it 
plans
 to shots
 
only:
 
snippets limn 
opy 
righted
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BUS 
- Metro to offer 
pass exchanges 
continued from page 1 
affordable  to buy the day pass," Bryant
 said. "It doesn't seem fair that 
I can't 
get  a month back." 
Bryant
 said she is upset about the strike but 
cannot ignore the con-
venience of 
taking  the bus to school.
 
"As upset
 as I am, I probably will end 
up using the bus again," she 
said. 
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being  considered 
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 to 
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PHOTOS 
BY DIANA DIROY / 
DAILY 
STAFF 
ABOVE: 
Pamphlets
 and information 
about different 
study abroad programs 
were given to students
 
on campus along
 Paseo de Cesar 
Chavez.  More 
study
 abroad information can
 be found at the 
Study 
Abroad office located in room 223A 
of the 
Administration
 building. 
LEFT: Tatiana Mancias, 
right,
 a senior majoring in 
communication 
studies and Spanish, talks 
to Jose 
Gonzalez, a freshman 
majoring
 in music, about 
ctudyinq  dhmad ri France
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manage  
the challenges of life. 
Azusa Pacific University's graduate programs in Clinical 
Psychology  offer: 
 An APA-accredited Psy.D. Progiam 
 MA. in Clinical Psychology (Marriage/f amity Therapy emphasis) 
 A curriculum that integrates spirituality and values 
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Students
 
wear
 
out  
thumbs
 
at
 
mtvU  
Gamer's
 
Ball
 
Participants
 
compete
 for 
prizes,  
ditch 
class  
BY
 KELLEY
 LUGEA 
Students
 and video
 
enthusiasts
 gall! 
eted
 inside a 
tent
 on saint's].
 
tin th ame  . 
e 
it
 
on Wednesday
 to participate In 
tourna
 
ments
 and test 
nets
 s Ides, 
games.
 
More thisn 
MN) pv,iplc up kit 
the es ent 
throughout
 
then  
Lis,
 
is
 Inch
 
kcilan
 .11 
I I a.m. 
and  ended A 
th ter  e h 
a 
ighly 
ntis paled 
"I falo 2- 
tournament
 .irountl  4 
p.m..  saki 13.1. 
"linnke)" 
Lange.
 
host of 
the 
Gamer:,  Ball. 
"We 
create a 
chance 
tot  
ttitIlleis
 Meet 
other  
garners:.
 Lange 
said  -It's ,111 
dhow
 the 
dedication 
to 
the games.
 
people 
ing  
It 
and getting 
'looked."
 
Lange 
chose  the 
contestants  
random])
 
from the 
audience  to 
pants  ipate in 
the video 
game 
tournam
 
th 
ents. 
For  e 
"Halo
 2" tour-
nament he 
chtise
 b4 phis sirs  to 
compete  in 
eight  
qualifying
 rounds
 II
 
ice  
ight
 
is
 
ot 
those 
rounds
 then
 
is 
cut 
inn  
battle  it 
I'M 
Ii 
the 
championship  
game, 
'I m 
d 
M isseS  
lass
 
lit  
1 1],k 
lip 
in> 
friend
 
so sic pin in the 
tourna-
ment.-  said 
Rand)  Santa 
Maria.  an I 
nglish  
maior
 
who  
finished 
sestind
 in the 
-Halo
 
' 
action. 
His friend 
Johnny Sath.
 
student  at 
Chabot
 College. 
dominated  the 
game 
he 
come the 
"Halo  2" 
tourn  m 
aent
 
is
 \ttel  
winning, 
Sath
 immediately 
'totted tilt stage
 
in 
excitement.
 hurdlinc 
 'set  the 
sets
 WIN, 
Salk
 
\sent home 
\Sidi  an 
Slit  
\ 
ing 
console,
 worth 
mitre  than 
\roil. ushii.11 
\sill  not
 he tor sale 
until NiicinItei  
22nd 
a lot
 oh 
In 
is  
tourrialilifils
 
tor 
minesand 
also
 online  again
 th Mo st e 
s.- 
Stith 
said.  
\%.1s  so 
eiCited 
55111  the neii 
MU/X.111in  's In I 'limped
 
its
 
et  the 
ropes."  
Santa  
Maria
 
is 
:isn't  the onls student
 
to
 
miss
 class in ordei
 th plai ill e gaming
 
tournaments.
 
When  Lange 
polled the 
crossd
 
a  5\ ho %sits ditihing class,  many students
 
erupted in slicers
 
'I 
to 
he in an engineering 
I 
ion/alei.
 "I play 
Halo'  
,1.  
I, ,q111m1.-mi
 class for  
'hit 
e 
to is 
In 
\ it( IX INC
 
I Lilo 2. 
!het,.  55 ere 
set
 
end  other 
 tot 
students  to 
pits in the 
tournaments  
and stimpete
 lot 
i/es. including
 Dance
 
Dance 
Resolution."  
"Burnout
 Resenge," 
"Maisel
 
Nemesis."
 and "Madden
 NFL 
l'nnit,;111  
\\ 
inners
 these 
Pita Milltents
 
\sent 
home  
"Oh 
.1 cc ,°1' 01 
their 
11rtme,. 
Ite/.1
 11,11,11, 
si as ol the 
us inners 
and  
took
 
the
 
c.itite
 
 
rootio
 
ki
 
'116  aliel 
nilth  
l 
e 
other 
\ 
game'  s 
-I like 
this
 
because  am 
Lan 
is 
iii o 
thw  situ
 me 
e \t.t  
in the 
league. 
1 
lalsils
 ...lid 1 lust 
need
 
to 
he ;lg.
 
gressii  
and  
eentiiall  the game
 
still
 
our 
1aSte  
SS Ilk 
ideo 
games.
 
poke!' pla) 
ens  
s wink:tied
 'deo 
poke' 
tournaments.
 
ss till the is 
niner ing
 
i s i d i l l ' , R i
 
of the 
un-
cle,  co
 Cattle -Stacked"
 :Ind a poker
 
 I here arc
 so man% 
people  
that want 
to 
plas poke] it is insane." 
Lange  
said "They 
Itse to 
phis I esas 
Hold  lint  
lie e` cut 
`"` r're`cillvd
 nil' 
I 4 "'I-
leitis 
affirms
 Itased tiles 
ision 
nets,.  (irk  
that
 
sliiiss 
\ tillette 
a m s nd usis 
it  not, 
lip and 
Isailds.  1 s  
!lid is 
',Wadi
-lit iisel
 
nations,
 itle 11,110'11s' 
Sall
 
State
 
I 
hunt sit', 
I ( ionic?
 11,11
 
ss 
touring
 
olleyst 
sampuscs  
Omen:hoot
 the 
West  
Coast 
and ',intim  
csict n 
kehm.
 m
 Li 
lnnsc,on
 
Pol% 
`..111 
I.m.
 
llti,1'
 
CC1
 am 
supposed 
to be in an 
engineering 
class. I play 
'Halo'  almost 
every day. It 
is worth 
missing
 class for 
the 
chance
 to win 
a free 
XBOX
 360.- 
 Ernesto 
Gonzalez, 
Gamer's 
Ball 
participant
 
A4 
SPAKTAN Happy
 
Hour
 
Tuesday-  
Friday  4 
pni 
for
 
SJ-U
 
students
c 
10X
 
off 
2 
6;*°
 
? 
skti,t,1R
 
 
kfctr 
5, 
we 
14, 
is 
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b0,0orri,,ttec,04
 S 
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/AU 
- 
gip 
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ABOVE: 
A staff member 
for the Gamer's
 Ball asks 
for 
volunteers  from the 
crowd to play 
the video 
game "Halo
 2" in a multi
-person  
tournament
 on 
Wednesday.
 Top prize for 
the competition 
was a 
new 
XBOX 360 gaming
 console. The 
system is 
not yet 
available  but is 
scheduled  for 
commercial  
release  later this 
month.  
RIGHT:  Mike 
Dore,
 right, a junior 
majoring in 
business, 
concentrates  on his 
moves 
alongside
 
others 
while  playing the 
video  game 
"Halo"
 during 
competition  
Wednesday.  Prizes 
on
 hand ranged 
from 
copies  of video 
games  to a new 
XBOX 360 
gaming  console. 
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 5 Lunch/Pinner 
Specials! 
 [REE
 Hi 
Speed  
Internet!
 
. 157  
Student
 
Discount!  
 
Best
 MONDO 
Burritos  in 
town! 
KEVIN 
WHITE  / DAILY
 STAFF 
r AFF
 
Hey! 
SJSU 
students!
 Head 
down to 
tato 
for some
 mondo
 
burritos
 and 
rippin'
 tacos 
TODAY! 
,e0.7;441
-
s.7 
k 
dir
 
lfrj.. 
  
4,0_8A0
 
93,032:2  
6 
Gonverilent
 MAPI
 
Love 
at
 
First  
Bite!
 
Ai 
-Wow! 
The best 
sandwich
 I ever 
had!"  
0"
 
 
Lees  has 
mote
 than 
30 
sandwiches  to 
choose 
from,  Plus
 
lots of other 
specialty
 
items.
 
With
 flavor 
combinations
 
that are 
really 
11".font,
 
FOITh 
Limit 10 orders or sandwiches 
Not valid with other specials
 or discounts 
Photocopies not accepted 
Valid  @ 260 E Santa 
Clara Street. 
E ore 
Sour'
 
111111111111111111 II 
0 
Lee's 
Sandwiches
 
Near
 
You!
 
NOW  OPEN 
260 
E.
 Santa Clara St. 
@ 6th
 St. 
San Jose 
(408)  286-8808
 
Open Daily 6am - 9pm 
S.111_,-
 
2307 McKee Rd
 
a 
N 
Jackson  At
 
San Jose. (408,
 258-1155  
4060 Morterel Rd 4 Seiler 
Rd
 
San 
Jose 1408, 281-9090
 
2525S
 
King Rd a.
 
Bordello
 Di 
San 
Jose 
 i408i 274-1596 
3276
 S 
White  Rd ft kern Rd 
San Jose  
i409
 274-8166 
 .1', 
:. 
..I  
Cupertino i4081 
446-5030
 
990 Sto'. = 
San 
Jos,  
279W 
mdpdas.,4081
 
263-1688  
975' Cameo 
Real 
Ste  10S 
'Og 
Cali location lot dates 
and  houi 
LEES 
SANDWICHE6
 
30 
locations
 to serve
 you  Call 1-800.640-888001
 visit our 
websilP
  
www.leesandwiches.com
 
lot a 
location nearest you. 
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Disney
 
lays
 
'Chicken  
Little' into 
film 
BY 
CHRISTINA
 
YOUNG
 
Daily 
Staff 
Writer  
Although
 
Disney's
 
version
 
of
 the 
tale 
of 
"Chicken
 Little"
 
deviates  
from
 the
 
traditional
 
telling
 of 
the 
foolish
 
chicken
 
who  
mistook
 a 
fall-
ing 
acorn 
for the 
sky and 
was 
eventually
 eaten 
along 
with 
his  
poultry
 
friends.
 
"Chicken  
Little" 
MOVIEREVIEW
 
is thoroughly
 
entertaining  
for an) one
 who 
enjoys  
an 
inventive
 plot 
and  clever
 humor
  or 
cute, 
furry
 little 
animals,
 for that
 matter.
 
Foxy 
Loxy,  G(xfsey
 Loosey
 and other
 familiar
 
characters  
of the 
traditional  
story are 
in the 
film.  
as 
well as 
some  new 
acquaintances,
 
such
 as Fish 
Out  of 
Water  and 
Abby  
Mallard,
 an 
ugly  duck-
ling
 borrowed
 from 
another 
fairy  tale. 
The citizens
 of Oakey
 Oaks have
 not 
forgotten
 
the
 first time
 Chicken 
Little rang 
the school
 bell 
and  claimed 
that the sky
 was falling.
 He caused
 
widespread  
panic,  resulting
 in 
considerable  dam-
age 
to his hometown.
 
I.ittle  runs 
with  the 
"unpopular"  
kids, as his
 
physical  
education
 instructor
 calls 
them,  at his 
high
 school. 
He's  known as 
"that crazy 
chicken" 
around town. 
Even
 his 
father,  who is a local leg-
end. 
suggests that his son "lay 
low." 
All Little 
wants  to do is 
make  his father 
proud.  
Just when
 he finally 
succeeds
 in accomplishing
 
this, he is 
horrified
 when another
 piece of the 
sky  
falls into his bedroom. 
The little 
chicken is faced
 with a choice.
 
Should 
he
 keep quiet and enjoy the glory
 of being 
a winner
 in his father's eyes, 
or
 risk being hated 
by Oakey Oaks again 
by alerting the town? 
Pixar Animation Studios,
 the computer ani-
mation company that 
partnered  with Disney for 
-Toy 
Story"  and "The Incredibles."
 had no part 
in the 
production  of "Chicken Little."
 In truth, 
the fact that
 Disney manufactured the 
movie's 
computer
-generated animation on its own 
this 
time around makes
 little difference. 
Every visual detail, from 
the  downy fuzz that 
moves with 
every  emotion registered
 on Little's 
face to the 
long,  orange fur of a gibberish
-speak-
ing baby 
alien,
 is enough to make an 
observant  
viewer  smile in 
appreciation.  
The focus on Little's strained
 relationship with 
his 
dad, a single parent whose 
wife  has passed 
away, is a bit 
on the sappy side, but not so 
over-
done that it upsets
 the rest of the creative plot. 
Disney weaves in 
an alien encounter into 
the  
fairytale and offers an 
imaginative  explanation as 
to what reall fell on Little's head  
and  it isn't 
an acorn  ss
 ithout making the 
far-fetched
 con-
cept seem ridiculous.
 
Chicken  Little is voiced by Zach Braff the tele-
vision sitcom "Scrubs"
 and the movie "Garden 
State." Other cast 
members
 include Steve Zahn, 
Joan Cusack and a water cooler, 
which supplies 
the voice of Fish. 
"Chicken Little" will be released
 in theaters 
Friday. 
Rated:
 G 
Runtime: 77 
Starring Zach Braff, Garry Marshall, Don
 Knotts 
Directed by Mark Dindal 
Studio: Disney 
'Shopgirl'
 
does
 
justice  
to 
novel  
BY KELLEY LUGEA 
Daily 
Staff  Writer 
Based on 
the novella by 
Steve 
Martin,  the film 
"Shopgirl"  
explores  
love 
in
 a realistic fashion 
instead  of 
tying it up in 
a pretty bow 
like so 
MOVIEREVIEW
 
many 
movies
 in its 
genre often
 do. 
It is 
the  poignant
 romantic 
comedy  
for 
grown-ups that 
displays  
relation-
ships
 for what they 
truly are, just a 
part of life,  
and 
not a 
happily  
-ever-
after 
love fest. 
Mirabelle 
(Claire  Danes) 
is 
a "plain Jane" 
who 
works 
at 
the 
glove 
counter
 at Saks Fifth Aentie 
in 
Beverly
 
Hills  
after musing 
(ruin
 
Vermont
 to become 
an artist. She 
lives in the slums of Los Angeles 
and can 
barely  make the minimum
 
payments 
on 
her ciillege
 loans.
 
Her dating 
life
 is 
nonexistent 
until she 
meets  
Rio,  
Porter  (Steve
 
Martin),  a  
cattily
 older man 
who 
sweeps her ott her Icei with 
expen-
sive gifts 
and 
elegant
 
outings.  Their 
relationship
 is 
seemingly  perfect in 
Mirabelle's 
mind.
 but to Ray it is 
one
 that 
will no el 
,imount
 to 
any-
thing more than a i.astial 
fling. He is 
often  
out  of town
 and she 
is 
left
 pin-
ing  for him behind 
her  glove counter. 
Mirabelle is also being 
pursued by 
Jeremy (Jason Schwartzman).
 a goofy 
young bachelor 
who is the antithesis
 
of Ray. Initially, 
Jeremy comes off as 
a 
cheap. unromantic 
20 -something 
but 
ultimately  wins the audience
 over 
with  his whole
-hearted  affection 
for 
Mirabelle. In a sense,
 he can give her
 
everything that Ray 
cannot. 
Danes gives a superb 
performance  
as a 
"normal- girl. At times, 
she 
is quite stoic 
to the pristine world 
around her, but it 
makes her emo-
tional moments feel 
all  the more real. 
She
 portrays a stranger 
in
 unfamiliar 
territory  to a tee. 
Both male roles,
 while vastly dif-
ferent, are played 
well.  Martin tills 
the 
shoes 
of
 the older man who
 cannot 
completely 
give himself to Mirabelle.
 
Although
 the audience senses he 
does  
truly love her, he 
never allows him-
self to fully admit
 it. Schwartzman.  
on the other hand, professes 
his love 
at every opportunity. 
He brings the 
comedy part of 
this 
romantic
 comedy 
with  
his painfully honest confessions. 
Even though
 Jeremy becomes more 
mature 
towards
 the
 
end  of 
the
 film he 
never loses 
the  strange likeability
 he 
establishes  in the
 
beginning.  
From
 start to finish 
Martin  narrates 
with
 
small passages 
from
 the original 
book. The 
narration  is unusual
 but 
not unwanted.
 It breathes 
new life 
into 
the old 
formula
 of 
boy-meets-
girl.
 Each passage 
reiterates the 
mes-
sage of the
 movie, that 
this  is not a 
fairytale. 
The 
look of the 
film is bright
 and 
clean. From 
Ray's 
elaborate
 home 
in the hills to 
Mirabelle's run 
down  
apartment,  the 
colors are 
vibrant
 and 
pop on 
the screen. 
Mirabelle's  simple
 
wardrobe 
establishes  her
 character 
as
 
a modest 
girl  in a 
complex
 city. 
Martin 
excellently 
adapted
 his 
best-selling 
novella  into a 
screenplay
 
that 
flows nicely. 
The  dialogue is 
hi-
larious 
from
 Schwartzman
 and heart-
felt from Danes It 
stays
 
true 
to the 
melancholy 
satisfy  mg feel of the 
quick  read as it unfolds on 
screen. 
Shopgirl  is an intelligent
 adult take 
on  the 
traditional  date filo% 
ie.  The 
relationships 
are authentic and 
the 
characters are 
everyday  people. This 
is a perfect tihn 
for an audience who 
can understands that 
life sometimes 
gets in the way of love 
Rated: R 
Runtin)e:
 104 
minutes
 
Starring  
Steve Martin. 
Claii
 
Dames.
 Jason Schwartzman
 
Directed
 by Anand  Tucker
 
Studio:Touchstone Pictures
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FOR 
SALE
 
The SPARTAN DAILY 
makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor 
is 
there  any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the 
Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offerings are not 
approved or venfied by the newspaper 
FOR  SALE 
BED -QUEEN ORTHOPEDIC
 Mattress set 
warranty $175 (4081690-3331 
FULL MATTRESS SET New still in 
plastic  
(408)690-3331 
CAMPUS CLUBS 
ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS
 'PANT -TIME
 OPENINGS
 
'$1500 BASE appt
 
Vector,  the company for students, has parntime openings 
available for customer sales/service 
The positions offer numerous unique benefits for students 
HIGH STARTING PAY 
'FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES 
'internships possible 
New. still in 
plastic,
 
'All
 majors may apply 
'Scholarships awarded annually 
Sacrifice-  
$150  
'Some  conditions apply 
'No experience necessary 
  Training provided 
$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER BONUS 4 hours of your group's 
time
 PLUS our free (yes. free) fundraising programs 
EQUALS  
$1.00043,000
 in earnings for
 your group Call 
TODAY  for
 up 
to $600 in bonuses when you schedule your fundraiser with 
CampusFundraiser Contact CampusFundraiser (888) 923-3238 
or visit www campusfundraiser com
   
SERVICES 
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN $69 00 per year Save 30%-60% 
(includes cosmetic) For info call 1-800-655-3225 or 
www studentdental corn or www goldenwestdental com 
PROFESSIONAL 
EDITING
 For your paper or dissertation 
Experienced Efficient 
Exact Familiar with APA & Chicago styles 
ESL is a specialty Grace(§831 252-1108 or Evagarce@aol com 
or visit WVON gracenotesediting corn 
BEAUTYCLUB Haircut
 for men $7 & women $10 Hair colonng 
$15/ up Was $5/ up Full set 
nails  $15/ up Pedicure $13 
Manicure 
$8 Located @ 505 S 10th St Ste 205 (comer of 
William 800th
-upstairs)  CALL 14081  993-2250 
LEGAL PROBLEMS?
 Law Offices of Pirrone & 
Pirrone,
 LLP 
offers free consultations and 
discounted  legal services to 
students 800 509 
2703 questions@pirronelaw 
corn 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
Downtown San Jose at 4th
 St & St John 115 
N 4th Street #125 408 286-2060 
OPPORTUNITIES
 
BEST 
PART-TIME
 GIG 
EVER!!!! 
Take our short computer
 based course now to 
earn
 extra money in 
next 
tax season Finish the 
course
 at your own pace at 
home  
Call Javed @ Jackson 
Hewitt  Tax Service 
408-813-6212   
WANTED
 
SPERM  DONORS 
NEEDED
 The Palo Alto. Ca 
branch of the 
California 
Cryobank is seeking 
men  of all ethnicities 
for
 our sperm 
donor  programs. If you 
are currently attending
 college or hold a 
BA
 
degree you 
can  earn up to 
$900/mo,  receive a 
free
 comprehensive 
health screening
 & help infertile 
couples  For More 
information  or 
to apply online please
 visit www 
cryobankdonors.com  
EMPLOYMENT
 
DELIVERY 
DRIVERS  Party 
rental  business 
Perfect  for students
 
Earn 
up to $250 every
 weekend 
Must  have reliable
 truck or van 
Heavy lifting is required 408 
292-7876
 
ABCOM
 PRIVATE 
SECURITY  
Security  Officers 
PT/FT Flexible 
Grave Bonus.
 Commute up 
to
 25 miles (408)
 247-4827 
OUTREACH  
PROGRAM  
Counselors  PT 
Elem.
 Schools in 
Milpitas/  
Santa Clara 
Degree/Cred  not 
required Opp 
for  teaching exp. 
Need
 car. Send 
resume/cover
 letter to  
hr@ginscoutsofscc  
org
 
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS
 PT 
Instructors elem 
schools. 
Degree/Cred  not 
required. Opp
 
for
 teaching exp 
Need  car VM 
408-287-4170
 ext. 408 EOE/AAE 
WELCOME  
BACK
 SPARTANS!
 Local valet
 company 
needs  
enthusiastic 
& energetic 
individuals  to 
work
 at nearby 
malls.  
private
 events & 
country clubs 
FT/PT avail 
We
 will work 
around
 
your school
 schedule 
Must  have clean 
DMV. Lots of 
fun & earn 
good money. 
Call  408 867-7275 
DAYCARE
 
TEACHERS.  K
-8th
 school 
seeks 
responsible
 
individuals  for 
extended  daycare. 
PT. in the 
afternoon
 No ECE 
units 
required. 
Previous
 experience
 with children 
a must. Please
 
call 
248-2464 
INTERNET 
WORK! $8 
75-$38  50/ 
hr!
 PT/ FT/ 
$25 bonus. 
Studentsurveysite com/ sp3 
PT 
NANNY 
WANTED  for 
children  6mo 
and 3yrs. 
Wed 12-5. 
Tues
 
and/ or 
Thurs.  12-5. 
Flexible  
hours.
 Hands-on,
 friendly. 
References.
 (408)621-2642 
STUDIO 
6 NIGHTCLUB
 Now 
Hinng 
Barbacks.  
Cashiers,  
Cocktailers,  
Security,  VIP 
Host & 
Promoters.  Apply 
in person. 
Th 
& 
Fri,
 
7:30pm-9:00pm.
 8 
Sc
 First
 St, 
Owntwn  S. J. 
Earn income & gain experience! Watch for us on -campus 
throughout the semester or CALL 615-1500 9am-5pm 
envw.workforstudents.com/sjsu
 
ACTION DAY NURSERY Primary Plus seeking Infant. Toddler 
& Preschool Teachers & Aides FT & PT 
positions  available 
Substitute positions are also available that offer flexible hours 
ECE units required for teacher positions but not req for Aide 
positons Excellent opportunity for Child Development
 majors 
Please
 call Cathy for an interview@247-6972
 or fax resume to 
248-7433  
START@ $70 FOR A 5 -HOUR EVENT!
 Promote brands by 
distributing samples( brochures and/ 
or demonstrating products to 
consumers Premier in-store Promotions 
Company
 and authonzed 
agency
 of Mass Connections. Inc , has great opportunities 
in various
 CA cities Positrons available are part-time, 
mostly  
weekends, and typically 5 hours. For 
more
 information and to 
apply online, visit 
www  eventsandpromotions.com 
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program, indoor 
pool
 Expenence 
with children a 
must Teaching expenence not required AM/ PM/ 
WE shifts available Email resume: 
sdavis@avac  us 
NOW HIRING! 11 you are looking for a job, we can help! Access 
over 800 job listings on SpartaJOBS (the SJSU
 Career 
Centers
 
online job and internship bank) 
It's easy, visit us at www careerce 
nter 
sisu
 edu. sign in and search SpartaJOBS!
 
RECREATION JOBS AT THE Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec Dept 
Positions
 open now for Leaders. Afterschool Elem Sch. 
Age 
ChildCare
 
Recreation/Enrichment Programs M -F AM/PM shifts 
avail T & Th PM shifts avail $7 
83-$11 32/hr to start, depending 
on exp No ECE credits required Kathy@408 354-8700 X245 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS $14 50/HR to start 
408-340-1994 So Bay 650-777-7090
 No Bay 
www.funstudentwork.com 
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK w/ teens w/ 
developmental
 
disabilities in After -School Program
 in San Jose PT. weekdays. 
2p 6p Flexible scheduling Must have completed 6 ECE units 
$10/ hr Great opportunity for 
students pursuing a career in special 
education. 
Questions?  Call Lesle. 510 835-2131 X104 Send 
resume to: jobs@esba org or fax to 510 444-2340 or mail 180  
Grand Ave Ste 300 Oakland,
 CA 94612. EOE 
BRINKS NOW HIRING FT/PT Armored Truck Drivers. Must have 
clean background Clean driving 
record.
 Pass DOT physical 
exam Pass drug screen. Ability to qualify for gun permit. 21 years 
of age Excellent Benefits! Paid Training! The career you want 
The benefits you need For more information call 14081436-7717 
TEACHER / ASSISTANT MCP TOP PAY! Mimed. 
PIT, FIT
 pos 
Minimum 6 ECE units req'd 
Must  be able to commute F/P must 
be 
clear. (408)287-3222 
START@ $70
 FOR A 
5 -HOUR 
EVENT! 
Promote  brands
 by 
distributing samples/ brochures
 
and/or
 demonstrating products to 
consumers  Premier in-store Promotions Company and authorized 
agency of Mass Connections, Inc.. has great opportunities 
in various CA cities. Positions available are part-time, 
mostly  
weekends, and typically 5 hours. For more information and to 
apply online, visit www 
eventsandpromotions corn 
HIGHLY MOTIVATED PERSON for 
rewarding career in financial 
services 16501380-2856  
ESBA SEEKS LIFEGUARDS and 
Aquatic
 Specialists, PT or FT. 
in San Jose Flex hours/ days, 
Monday -Saturday Call Tiago@ 
408 295-0228 Send resume to jobs@esba org 
or
 fax to 408 275. 
9858 $9 82-$14 50/ hour DOE 
PART-TIME RESEARCHER 
ACROSS 
Reliable and detail
 oriented
 individual to record Information from 
local courthouse
 
Flexible  
hours  
Training provided
 Excellent 
; 
KDiencr of
 rl aCtu'r 
wage Please email your interest or resume to jobs@ncrcredit corn 8 Rain gear 
or fax to 408-360-0890 
12 
Slangy  lady 
13 But
 part 
PT NANNY - SILVER
 CREEK 
Busy,
 
professional
 
family  
is 
114 
LLouurntinouS
 
ee sking a nanny for their 7 and 10 year 
old Position is PT. 16 Haley or Trebek 
MTW. 2:00 to 5.00 PM. Thurs 12.30 to 5 00 PM Nanny must have 
7 
STRONG VALUES and work 
ethic,  a good sense of humor. be 
18 Pageant wear
interested in child development and be calm,  flexible,  and reliable 
20 O 
t 
lympic contender
 
References required SALARY $10-12 Please contact Denise at 
(hyph 
408 472 2345 
cell  
LADY CIRCUIT Looking for an energetic & personable part-
time Fitness Coach who can create a fun. 
motivational
 & safe 
environment for members 
if interested please email Deana at 
Deana Thar@yahoo corn or call at 
(650)948-6563
 
BABYSITTER After school for 7yr boy Thurs Some evening 
sitting for 4yr grl & 7yr boy Scale mekajabox-sitter@yahoo corn 
FILE CLERKS NEEDED. Two positions available
 
Sam to 1pm, 
M -F $10 00/HR Please call 408 293.3336 for interview 
TODAY'S
 
CROSSWORD 
PUZZLE 
TUTOR $15-20/HR DOE 
Need tutor to teach
 our children 
(ages  7-11) to write, 
help
 w/ 
hmwrk. & study After school any day(s) Sue 691-0495 
GREAT PAY! NOW
 HIRING Sales
 position at Valley
 Fair Hourly 
Bonus Flexible Hours Full Training Start NOW! Call 14081  
313-3354 
FOR 
RENT
 
X-LARGE-2BD-2-BLOCKS
 
FROM SJSU 
2bd apartment with walk in closets Great for students/ 
roommates. 
Great Floor
 Plan! Washer & 
Dryers  on premisis 
Parking available!!
 
Only
 $1.050/ 
mo, may 
work with you on the 
deposit.
 (4081378-1409
 
TIRED OF 
SHARING  
A BATHROOM?
 Come 
see  our huge 
2 bedroom 2 
full bath, 
over 
1000 so 
foot apartment 
Walking
 
distance to SJSU
 Newly remodeled Laundry facilities 
Parking
 
Security Gate Easy access to Bay Area freeways. Substantially 
larger than 
others!
 
$1195/  mo 14081947-0803 
GREENTREE 
APTS  Newer Large 1 & 2 Bed 
Rm
 Units
 Park like 
grounds Patio 
Gated 
W&D hook up Close to 
HY101 & 280 
Rent start from 
$905. 
995  Tully 
Rd San Jose
 294-6200 
LIVE 1/2 BLOCK from
 
Campus
 2 
BD on 
6th  St 
$950  New 
Carpet 408 309-9554 
ROOMS 
FOR  RENT Beautifully remodeled rooms
 available
 on 
13th 
Street & Saint 
James.  Each room has a 
private
 entrance 
& full 
bathroom.  All 
utilities
 
included
 
except 
phone/DSL
 There 
is a fully 
equipped 
community kitchen & 
coin
-operated
 laundry 
facility onsite TV. 
minifridge
 & microwave
 
included in each 
room Furnished 
& 
unfurnished
 available
 
$575-$600/month
 plus 
monthly  parking
 fee 
Please
 contact 
Magda@408
 
279-6100  or 
emaifmagda@statewidere.corn  
DOWNTOWN
 
llth@Washington
 1/1 
Util  
inc.
 $750.41000 Dep 
NP/ S. Pgr 408 
233-4659
 
SPOTLESS, 2 
BDRM/1BA
 APT. 
Prking 
Laundry
 2 
Blks  So. of 
SJSU $1000 408 559- 
1356 
CLASSIEIEUADILATEINEORMATIQII
 
Each line averages 23 spaces. Each letter, number, 
punctuation mark,  and space is formatted into an ad line. The first  
line will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up to 20 spaces. A minimum of three lines is required. 
Deadline is 
10:00AM,  2 weekdays prior to 
publication.
 
MINIMUM THREE 
LINE 
CLASSIFIED
 AM. 
DAYS:
 I 2 3 4 
RATE: $6.00 
59.00 $12.11)  
$15.00 
3181) 
RATE INCREASES 
52w
 EACH ADDITIONAL LINE AFTER 
THE  THIRD LINE PER AD 
RATE  INCREASE-% 
52w
 EACH ADD DONAL DAY AFTER THE FIFTH DAV 
PER AD 
 RATES ARE CONSE(1M11E DAYS ONLY  ALL ADS ARE PREPAID  NO REF1,NDS ON 
CA NCI -I I El/ ADS 
 ADDITIONAL WORDS 
MAY RE ROID AT A CHARM. OE 
Si
 
MI PER 
WORD 
FREQUENCY 
DISCOUNT
-
40+ consecutive issues. 10% discount. 
%Nu
 
grumusrir
 RATE.
 
10% discount. Ads 
must he placed in 
person  in DEN 209 from 
10am
 Or 1pm 
STUDENT ID 
REQUIRED.
 Rate applies to student's individual ads 
only
 
Not  intended for businesses and/or other persons 
Frequency  discount does not appir 
Now Submit and Pay for your Clualleds
 Online with the convenience of a credit curd. 
Quesdoes
 
on
 bow to Owe your 
chnisifled? Call 
408.924-3277
 
22 Falls 
for
 lovers 
24 Worry too much 
25 Fleur -de-  
26 Remedy
 
28 Sprite 
31 
Breakfast  item 
34 
Energetic  I hyph
 
35 La Scala 
highlight
 
36 Ticket 
remnant
 
37 Ambitions 
38 Spyglass 
part 
39 Rock's 
'Cushion"
 
40 
Blushing 
41 
Military student 
42 High explosive 
43 Leaned over 
44 Firefly holder 
45 Leer 
47 Beats, as with fists 
51 Highway divider 
(2
 
wds  
55 Sign before 
Virgo 
56 Rap sheet 
into
 
57 Mr 
Severed  
58 Make 
hay?
 
59 Flower or weed 
60 Hotfoot it 
61 Go slowly 
62 Busy 
insects
 
63 Iowa college town 
64 Humbug 
preceder  
DOWN 
1 
A Lama 
2 Rolex rival
 
PREVIOUS
 PUZZLE 
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Ill
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OPEN
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PANT 
TRESS 
ASST 
ton
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?OM Unitnn
 Feature Strnn.trate
 nts 
3 Cowhand's 
nickname 
4 Where 
roses 
climb
 
5 Bucks
 
6 Ice sheet 
7 Pat
 and 
Vanna's
 boas 
8 
Full-size
 
9 Graceful and 
quick 
10 Banged
 
11 
Like some 
losers 
12 Fix a 
sock 
15 
Hostilities  
20 Discomfort 
plus 
21 Frizzy 
hairdos  
23 
Dollops  
26 Seashore 
27 
Unbecoming  
29 Occupation
 
30 Go without grub 
31 Cellar
 briefly 
32 
Neterst  s 
god 
33 
Janitor  
34 Continue 
(2 
wds 
35 
Beeper 
37 In leaf 
41 Sleep in a tent 
43 Wild 
parties  
44 Fruit drinks 
46 
King-size  
47 Tag info 
48 
Helen  
in Spanish
 
49 Filter 
50 
Ex-frosh  
51
 Explorer's
 
sketch
 
52 First
 name 
in 
jazz  
53 
Vaccines 
54 Ore 
hauler 
58 Tease 
in ll 41111 " 
II 
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Football
 team hopes to 
breathe
 new life 
into 
old 
feud 
Spartans
 to face off against 21st -ranked 
Fresno  
State 
BY JIMMY DURKIN 
1.111, 
Staff act 
"ran Jose State I. 
'nis ersity 
lot 
Nall  rivalry  
is 
th 
Fresno State 
I'M\ 
cyst's 
dates hack to P121.
 but 
ms 
en the Bulldogs  
recent
 domi-
nance.
 coach Dick Tomes
 has said 
the
 Spartans 
need
 to work at 
mak-
11112 
.111s
 
.ilry 
tttsitn. 
NOTEBO  
Overall
 record VVAC record 
1-7 0-5 
I4ext
 game 
Saturday at Fresno State 
"Our guys 
realize the history
 
oI
 the San Jose 
State -Fresno State 
o sal
 
r.- Ton rey said. 
"I3ut.
 they 
understand Mai San ii )se State has 
iii it been
 Illdding up their end
 of the 
is 
airs 
in recent years."We need to 
hold 
up 
our  end 
of
 the 
bargain
 and 
make
 it a rivalry.- he said. 
SJSIZ, which 
will face Fresno 
State at 6 p.m. Saturday
 at Bulldog 
Stadium. hasn't beaten 
Fresno 
State since a 42-7 victory 
over 
the Bulldogs on Nos.  17. 1990. at 
Spartan 
Stadium.
 
The 
Spartan.' last
 
win 
at 
Hulldovsl,ttllLl,i  
I 
ii as 
it 20 -In
 le -
1111A II I iI
 
1 11,87. 
'X.IS1.
 1,1111111
 tight  
end  Bryan 
Is
 
said he is 
looking
 
forward
 
I o is hat
 he 
expects
 
to 
he a highly 
intense 
atmosphere
 its
 Fresno. 
" I he 
're wild us ei 
there in 
Fresno.
 to 
sas 
the least." 
Wit
 
said
 It
 going to 
he good.
 .1 lot 
01 people 
k)olins
 s 
a 
lust 
sty 
iii: 
milI 
to
 
vou.
 I 
like it. it gets me 
ct nett " 
steno
 )1- 
cornerback 
Trestin 
is 
is
 ,i1d the team's
 
humlianiv  
tt.iii
 
edsh 
other  makes the
 rivalry 
Ts' heated. 
`i 141
 'VC got g!ii . 
on the other 
team that 
St ii 
knits%
 
and  you've 
been 
play 
mg 
is
 
ti 
Ii
 
these same gms
 
for years rind years.- George said. 
"You lust hate 
them. 
Its
 a tough 
Its
 a scrappy 
game.  
"We don't 
%%ear  
red this week. 
We 
hate  
Fresno.
 
Were  
going  
to 
go down there and let them knoii. 
But you hate a team so much be-
cause you respect them so much." 
George
 added. 
SJSU 
(0-5 Western Athletic 
(.onference. 1-7 overall) 
has
 
more 
than the intensity 
of
 the maliv 
Iii
 deal with. 
Fresno
 State
 is i ur-
rently ranked 
No. 24 In ille Boss  
1 
Championship
 Series rankings and 
is 
6-1  overall this season and  
4-) tin
 
the 
WA('  
"They 
is
 arguably the best team 
in our
 ionlerenie.- 
Forney  
said. 
'First  of all. they hammer you
 is
 tilt 
the run. 
The team takes on the 
person-
ality
 
il 
hell 11111 is 
a 
tough  ottensise line coach  
and  
their o. tf ..ense 
is 
s ery tough.- 
Tonics 
said.  
Walls. said
 with the 
Spartans  out 
Oh lir rstseason
 contention, 
this
 game 
against  the Bulldogs becomes
 their
 
biggest game 
of the 
season. 
"We're
 
Ir)))king
 forward to it 
 they re our 
biggest
 
rival." Watje 
said. "They 're the 
best team in the 
conference 
right  
now. 
This is pretty 
much like our howl game
 
It  
us.  
This 
Is
 
what we're looking Ions 
ard 
to. 
Keys to victory
 
Tome)
 
said one of 
die biggest 
factors
 to 
success is ill 
he limit-
ing
 the Bulldogs' 
rushing
 attack. 
Fresno
 
State leads the 
WAC in 
rushing
 with 21)8.5 yards per 
game  
and has
 the conference's top rusher 
in senior
 Wendell Mathis. who's 
averaging
 100.9
 
rushing
 yards per 
game :tuff 
has 11 touchdowns 
on 
the ground. 
"Were  going
 to 
play  a leant
 
is 
tIlt ii ten -die
 
running
 
game.' 
It nue)
 said. "They
 're a 
team that 
you 
base to 
use 
to the 
occasion 
and play 
better  
or
 they're 
going 
ellinarilss  
)011. I 
guarantee  
you 
tie' 
is' 
gillig 
down  there
 to 
compete
 
Ill N5
 
iii. 
jet
 /11.1e agreed
 with 
his  coach. 
adding that 
the team 
will
 need to 
bring its "A"
 game. 
"Pat Hill and
 his whole 
group  
of 
guy s are 
really 
scrappy
 and 
they really 
get after it in 
the run-
ning  game.- 
George  added. 
"We  
just hme
 to bring our 
hard hats and 
our lunch 
pail and get
 ready to 
play  
ball."
 
George
 also said 
SJSU need. 
to match the 
physicality of 
Fresno 
State to he able to 
stay
 compel! 
tise 
'Vve just 
has  e
 
It,
 o (lim 
it Meit. 
with the mentalitv nro 
It) light rust like  they 'le 
going  
it
 
tight 
intlmake
 it a football
 
game  . -
George
 said.
 
re both football 
teams  And 
we has e 
the talent. 
just
 like they 
have 
the 
talent.
 
We've  got
 the 
gus
 
that s an tight,
 just 
like
 they
 
do."
 
Coaches'  history
 
lOine) and 1 resit., 
State coach
 
Pat hill heist: 11 111,11 dating
 back 
to 
1990 
when
 
Hill  
is is
 the
 often 
sive 
coordinator  
and  
Miens'se
 line 
coach fin- Tome) 
at
 the 1'111 \ ersity 
))1  
Arizona.
 
"I have tremendous respet:t for
 
not  
only
 
(Hill). hut 
their 
special
 
teams coach it
 Baster, is ho 
sire. 
also a 
member  of our staff,
 and the 
rest 
of their staff," Tomey 
said.  
Hill 
reciprocated
 those 
sen-
timents about Ins 
feelings kir 
e got a lot 
of respect 
for 
Chaney
 
Hill  said.
 "He gae me a 
CONSCIOUSNESS,
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SHAMINDER DULA! 
DAILY STAFF 
Spartan
 quarterback 
Adam Tafralis 
drops  back to 
pass
 during San 
Jose State 
University's  
homecoming
 game 
against
 the University
 
of 
Hawai'i  on Oct. 
22. SJSU travels
 to Fresno to 
play Fresno 
State 
University, 
which is ranked
 24th in the 
Bowl  Championship
 Series 
poll,
 at 6 p.m. 
Saturday  at Bulldog
 Stadium. The 
Spartans last 
defeated the 
Bulldogs in Fresno
 on Oct. 17, 
1987.  
job many 
sears ago and it 
was great 
working 
ss ith him." 
Tomes  
complimented the 
way 
H ill has aimed
 the 
BUIldogs'
 pro-
gram into one
 of the elite 
programs
 
in the nation.
 
"They 
have a %cry 
mature
 pro-
gram.- 
-Forney  said. 
"Their record
 
in boss I 
games,
 as 
of 
late, is 
out-
standing.
 
There's
 nothing
 hut good
 
things to 
say
 
about 
their program 
and ohs iously, sir; 
siould
 lose 
to 
over  
tune
 be able 
to 
simulate  then 
success."  
Raiders 
to drop 
seat 
licensing  
OAKLAND  
(AP)  
The  
Raiders and
 the Oakland -
Alameda  County Coliseum 
Authority announced a plan 
Wednesday  to end nearly a 
decade 
of legal acrimony, by 
dropping existing lawsuits and 
ending  an unsuccessful seat li-
censing  plan. 
The so-called personal seat 
licenses  part of a deal the 
team and authority worked 
out 10 years ago to bring the 
Raiders back home from Los 
Angeles - became a focal 
point sI 
the team's fraud lawsuit 
against the authority that ended 
in 
2003 
with
 a 
$34.2
 million 
MIN
 
iward
 in the team's favor,
 
lhe 
licenses
 isere
 required 
to 
o 
s,sstti 
tickers and 
cost
 be -
1,
 ssii ,25))  and
 $4.000
 
depend-
ing on seat location. 
They 
will  expire after 
this
 
set 
son,
 
Because the games rarely 
sold
 
out, 
fans
 
who 
bought left -
,o 
et
 
tickets
 on 
game  
day 
wound 
tip sill 
tug 
ncsl
 to 
disgruntled  
ii 
Its, 
hail 
paid
 a 
premium
 
hir 
right
 to sit 
there. 
Ihe license program,
 set up 
in
 1995,
 
sits
 
supposed
 to 
cover
 
the $200 million in 
publicly  
financed  bonds 
that paid 
for  
the expansion of 
what
 is now 
McAfee  Coliseum,
 along with 
a 
practice  facility and 
other 
enticements 
to 
lure 
the Raiders 
back after
 13 years 
in Los 
Angeles. 
The team
 claimed in 
its  law-
suit  that it 
was misled 
by the 
authority  with 
the false 
promise
 
that the stadium
 would sell 
out. 
Current 
license  holders 
will 
receive
 
first
 
option
 
to buy
 tick -
cis 
for  ileXI W:1,111  
TREY
 
ANASTASIO
 
SHINE
 
His highly
-anticipated
 solo 
album.
 
Featuring  12 new
 songs 
that
 take his 
music  to an 
exhilarating 
new level. 
Featuring  
"Shine,"
 "Tuesday"
 and "Come
 As Melody."
 
Produced
 by Brendan O'Brien 
CO AND 
DUALOISC  IN STORES
 NOW. 
DualDIst DVD 
,Kle  includes new live
 concert perturrnances.
 
tkehind-tho......
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